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12 minutes for:

- giving a spatial 
dimension to what 
for many is an 
abstract term

- reflecting on 
approach of spatial 
planning in Swiss 
agglomerations 

- sharing some
thoughts on context 
in Lviv



Place of residence, Place of economic growth, Place for political campaigns:
Agglomerations in Switzerland



"outgrowths of Zurich
(agglomerations, as
the statisticians' term
for such phenomena
is)<

3 Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 8 Juni 1874



1934 3 last extension of Zurich city boundary
2022 3 an urbanized area beyond the city and other municipal boundaries



Switzerland: a country of agglomerations

Commuter relations as the main statistical determinant for the definition of agglomerations
(others: settlement structure, density of population/workplaces, growth of population, marginality of 1.sector economy) 



From statistics and 

economic factors to 

spatial expression



An urbanized landscape of transport hubs, commercial zones, r&d campus and residental areas:
The typical spatial manifestation of agglomeration



Typical consequences of 

agglomeration:

+ Cluster & productivity effects
+ Knowledge concentration
+ Wider economic benefits

+/- Location costs / quality
+/- Central city burdens (spillovers in 

favor of outsiders)

- Overloading of infrastructure
- Problematic environmental impact



The challenge of inter-municipal coordinated realization of transport 
infrastructure and development areas.



32 of totally 48 agglomerations submitted their 4. generation of programs in 2021

The instrument of agglomeration programmes:
Steering through co-financing

Objective:

§ Financial support for agglomerations on 

their transport infrastructure by the 

federal government

Framework conditions:

§ Coherent strategic planning of transport 

and settlement development

§ Generations every 4 years

§ Financial contribution to investment 

costs between 30-50% (depending on 

<effectiveness= and <competition=)



A task for associations of regional and local authorities



Measures

Consolidated spatial vision 
as anchor point for planning

As-is analysis
Status of 

implementation

Spatial vison 

(Image of the future)

Need for action

Sectoral strategies

Landscape Settlement Mobility

Landscape Settlement Mobility



Tramway extensions, intermodal hubs, industrial parks, urban streets renewals, etc.
Success stories of projects with different focus for different sizes of agglomerations



Focus areas for coordinating development at municipal boundaries. 
The value of exploration through urban design variants



The challenge of integrating 

what per se works through 

complementarity



Towards local specific building culture in agglomeration



Evolution to a more landscape-oriented approach



Open spaces and heat-adapted settlement development



Lviv, 
looking at the 
landscape to 
perceive the  
agglomeration?

Panorama from Castle hill over Lviv northern district and Roztochia hills



From an introverted, functional perspective 
to the big picture of formative structures



The soft (partly hidden) structure of the blue network: Opportunity for working 
together on sustainable spatial development of the agglomeration



Thank you 

for your 

attention


